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News organizations have started to adopt Artificial Intelligence
to change the way how news is generated, produced, published
and shared. By using advanced algorithm and machine learning
tools, journalists can handle large data to provide greater insights
and solutions. Artificial Intelligence is providing tools to counter
fake news, personalize newsfeeds and scan social media for
stories. The conventional model of journalism is already
disrupted and the changes with Artificial Intelligence and
Machine Learning is set to have profound impact in media
organizations. As newsrooms starts adopting AI technologies,
journalists and media students need to develop new set of skills to
effectively use the evolving technologies and tools. There is a
growing fear that AI shall replace journalists and news will be
completely automated. This global summit brings together
world's best thought leaders and authors who firmly believe that
AI technologies are going to transform journalism for good and
set to provide great tools for journalists to excel. The summit shall
also provide information on the training and skill-building
avenues for anyone interested in AI technologies shaping
journalism and media industry.
Audience: Media students, Media educators, researchers,
journalists and media professions.

SPEAKERS

Prof. VASUDEVA VARMA

5th November

Prof Vasudeva Varma is a Professor and a former
Dean (Research) at IIIT Hyderabad. His research
interests are in the broad areas of Information
Retrieval, Extraction and Access, more specifically:
natural language processing, social media analysis,
cross language information access, summarization
and semantic search. He also works in the areas of
Cloud Computing and Reuse in Sof tware
Engineering. He is also the CEO of IIIT Hyderabad
Foundation, which runs one of the largest
technology incubators in India. The Foundation
manages IIIT-H's IP and technology transfers.

Professor Charlie Beckett is the founding director of
Polis, the think-tank for research and debate around
international journalism and society in the
Department of Media and Communications at LSE.
Charlie is leading the Polis Journalism AI project
and was Lead Commissioner for the LSE Truth,
Trust & Technology Commission (T3). As well as
being spokesperson for Polis, Media Policy Project
and T3, and a regular blogger, Charlie Beckett is a
regular commentator on journalism and politics for
the UK and International media. Charlie is the
author of SuperMedia: Saving Journalism So It Can
Save The World (Blackwell, 2008) and WikiLeaks:
News In The Networked Era (Polity, 2012).
Prof. Charlie Beckett

Charlie is a trustee of the European Journalism
Centre and a consultant on media issues to a variety
of commercial and public service organisations.

Francesco Marconi is a computational journalist
and the co-founder of information company Applied
XL, recognized by Fast Company's 2020 Innovation
by Design Awards.
He was previously R&D Chief at The Wall Street
Journal leading a team of data scientists and
computational journalists developing data tools for
the newsroom. Prior to WSJ he managed strategy
at the Associated Press where he co-led content
automation and artificial intelligence efforts.

Francesco Marconi

Francesco was recognized by MediaShift as one of
the top 20 digital media innovators, named to the 25
under 35 next generation of publishing leaders by
Editor & Publisher Magazine, and nominated as a
Digiday Future Leader Awards finalist. He is an
affiliate researcher at MIT Media Lab and a Tow
Fellow at Columbia University. His ideas have been
featured in The New York Times, Politico, Forbes,
Quartz, AdWeek, Digiday, World Economic Forum,
Columbia Journalism Review, Harvard Digital
Initiative, Nieman Lab.
Francesco's book "Newsmakers: Artificial
Intelligence and the Future of Journalism” was
published by Columbia University Press in 2020.

SPEAKERS

Dr Mohamad Abdulzahir

12th November

Dr Mohamad Abdulzahiris an Assistant Professor in
Digital Public Relations and Artificial Intelligence
Journalism, he holds a Ph.D. in (Public Relations) in
Mobile Applications Development and Egovernance. Has experience as director of
communications and government media strategic
planner. Professional experience as a bilingual
Business Editor and Economic Analyst for the
British Broadcasting Corporation World Service
(BBC) , the Financial Times Group, and Thomson
Reuters. He is the owner of the first global Artificial
Intelligence Journalism model of communication.
He has about 80 published researches and reports
(English and Arabic) in Media studies and the field
of Artificial Intelligence Journalism. He has over 20
years of media experience in online and print, his
experience covers working as bilingual editor,
journalist and trainer (English & Arabic) with the
BBC World Service (UK), the United Nations (UN),
the Financial Times Group(UK) and Thomson
Reuters.

Nicholas Diakopoulos is an Associate Professor in
Communication Studies and Computer Science (by
courtesy) at Northwestern University where he is
Director of the Computational Journalism Lab
(CJL) and Director of Graduate Studies for the
Technology and Social Behavior (TSB) PhD
program.

Dr Nicholas Diakopoulos

Diakopoulos' research is in computational
journalism with active research projects on (1)
algorithmic accountability and transparency, (2)
automation and algorithms in news production, and
(3) social media in news contexts. He is the author of
the award-winning book Automating the News: How
Algorithms are Rewriting the Media from Harvard
University Press.

Dr. Shiva Kintali is the Founder & CEO of True Dat.
Before starting True Dat, he taught in the Computer
Science department of Princeton University for four
years.
He is a frequent public speaker on AI, Blockchain,
Cryptography and Game theory and their socioeconomic and cultural impact.

Dr Shiva Kintali

His (academic and industry, theoretical and
practical) experience spans algorithm design,
complexity theory, cryptography, machine learning,
blockchain protocols, algorithmic game theory,
str uctural graph theor y, natural language
processing, information retrieval, highperformance computing, compiler design and largescale graph algorithms. He is researching
Blockchain protocols (scalability, stability and
privacy) since 2012.
He received his PhD in Computer Science from
Georgia Institute of Technology, Masters in
Computer Science from University of Southern
California and B-Tech in Computer Science and
Engineering from Indian Institute of Technology,
Kharagpur.

SPEAKERS

19th November

Jonathan Stray teaches the dual masters degree in
computer science and journalism at Columbia
University. He has built software for investigative
journalism, worked as an editor at the Associated
Press, a reporter in Hong Kong, and a research
scientist at Adobe Systems. He holds an MSc in
Computer Science from the University of Toronto
and an MA in Journalism from the University of
Hong Kong.
Jonathan Stray

Guilherme Canela holds the position of chief of the
section of Freedom of Expression and Safety of
Journalists at UNESCO headquarters in Paris. For
8 years, he held the position of Communication and
Information Regional Adviser for Latin America
and the Caribbean at UNESCO Montevideo Office.
During those years, he performed as Regional
Coordinator of the UNESCO Initiative for the
Promotion of Democracy and Freedom of
Expression in judicial systems in Latin America.

Guilherme De Canela

He is co-author of 10 books published by ANDI on
these issues (Series Media and Social Mobilization,
Cortez Publisher) and several brochures, magazines
and discussion texts on various topics related to the
universe of human rights, of the rights of children, in
particular of development and of democracies. He
was research consultant for the United Nations
Latin American Institute for the Prevention of
Crime and the Treatment of Offenders and for the
Ayrton Senna Journalism Award. He was/is a
member of several advisory boards and juries
related to journalism and freedom of expression.
He has a B.A. in International Relations from the
University of Brasiĺia (UNB) and a Master's Degree
on Political Science from the University of Saõ
Paulo (USP).

Neerav Parekh is the founder and CEO of vPhrase, a
Natural Language Generation company. Neerav has
more than 15 years of experience working in
different roles and setting up businesses in
Technology, Marketing, and Finance. After
completing his MBA from NMIMS, Neerav worked
at Citibank and then co-founded startups in the
technology and marketing space before founding
vPhrase.

Neerav Parekh

Neerav has received the prestigious Leader in
Innovation Fellowship from the Royal Academy of
Engineering UK. He is a thought leader in the areas
of business intelligence and data science, is an
advisor to institutes teaching data science, and
regularly speaks at events including those by the
Gover nment of India, CII, NASSCOM,
ASSOCHAM, and more.

